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21 ideas –   

1. A mobile machine that waters plants accordingly. This machine would also monitor the plants 

conditional state. Ensuring that the plant doesn’t get too much water i.e. just the correct 

amount. This machine has been developed, but instead creating a more advanced version.  

 

2. Creating a controlled- electronic environment for insects. Perhaps, monitoring their behavior 

with sensors. Using technology to help keep track of many insects are in an environment 

(breeding them and keeping track of the population).  

 

3.  Creating some bio-artwork with spider webs or slink. Somehow creating an interactive spider 

web. Using the slink from spiders.  

 

4. Using the concept of The Internet of Things(IoT) to build a device of some sort. Possibly a device 

that is wearable – using Internet of Things(IoT). This wearable technology would be fused with 

some concept of biology.  

 

5. Mycelium electronic devices – creating a useful mobile device with Mycelium.  
 

6. Aquaponics fused with technology and biological studies.  

 

7. Vegan clothes – that help the environment in a very useful way.  

 

8.  VR or AR simulation for a biotechnology project. A simulation that teaches someone the values 

of biology and sustainability – like a video game.  Or some project that involves this concept.  

 

9. Organic material into fabric which is highly interactive when it is touched. When it is touched it 

changes colors or appearance.  

 

10.  Creating an artistic solar energy project. It would involve the concept of sustainability.  

 

11. Using AR or VR technology with mycelium. Making it highly interactive with the user.  

 

 



12.  Fusing the Internet of Things (IoT) with water. Embedding technologies into a pond of some 

sort.  A more higher focus on the aspect of water. Or use Embedded technology into plants or a 

plant-like atmosphere?  

 

13.  Using mycelium or emerging technologies to create a device that helps recycle or reduce 

pollution.  Or maybe focus on global warming.  

 

14. Creating an interactive project involving bacter ia. This project would be a trial and error 

situation. Somehow making the bacteria change color or alter in its appearance? 

 

15.  Conducting a creative project that involves multiple people’s DNA. Somehow fusing DNA and 

doing something creative with it – DNA artwork.  

 

16.  Molluscian fashion design project. Implementing plant-like or aquatic life-like styles into the 

fashion industry. In addition, somehow making it interactive – hence interactive materials.  

 

17.  Creating some biological sculpture, made from biological materials. The sculpture could fuse 

into a machine of some sort. Maybe growing bacteria on a robot?  

 

18.  Motion graphics bio-art project. Somehow finding a way to combine motion graphic 

technologies with biological applications would be very interesting. This would also be 

extremely innovative. 

 

19. Speculative theme park (or complex) bio-design mock-up. Would involve architecture that 

involves biological themes. Placing bacteria to create some professionalized structure. Mini 

structure. This could also be made in Unity – in a virtual sense.  

 

20. Creating a speculative world that has a prototyped bio-design world. Like some prototype world 

made in Unity. All the concepts and styles packed into one virtual world.  

 

 

21. Creating a robot made from biological components – natural items. Like a sustainability project 

but more biologically inclined.  

 

 

 

 

 


